Complimentary and Integrative Medical Disclaimer
I’m not a physician or psychologist, and the scope of my consultation services does not include
treatment or diagnosis of specific illnesses or disorders. If you, the client, suspect you may have
an ailment or illness that may require medical attention, then you are encouraged to consult
with a licensed physician without delay. Only a licensed physician can prescribe drugs. Any
mention of drugs in the course of our consultation is only for the purpose of providing a
complete history of medications that the client is taking and not for the purpose of judging the
appropriateness of the medication. Any change in prescription or dosage is a decision the client
makes with his or her physician.
Rather than dealing with treatment of disease, we focus on wellness and prevention of illness
through the use of non-toxic, natural nutritional and stress management therapies to achieve
optimal health. As a certified clinical nutritionist and functional medicine specialist, I primarily
educate and motivates clients to assume more personal responsibility for their health by
adopting a healthy attitude, lifestyle, and diet.
While people generally experience greater health and wellness as a result of embracing a
healthier attitude, lifestyle, and diet, I do not promise or guarantee protection from future
illness.
content
The author does not guarantee the correctness, completeness or quality of the provided
information. He cannot be held liable for any financial or other damage caused by using or not
using information of any kind provided on these pages or by using faulty or incomplete data, as
long as they did not purposely or carelessly provide this data. All offers are subject to changes
without obligation. The author reserves the right to change, supplement, delete or terminate the
webpage in parts or entirely, temporarily or permanently without prior notice.
links and references
In case of direct or indirect links or reference to pages of different institutions or individuals the
author is not responsible for any contents linked or referred to from his pages - unless he has full
knowledge of illegal contents and would be able to prevent the visitors of his site from viewing
those pages. The author has no influence on present and future content of linked pages. For
illegal, faulty or incomplete contents, especially for any kind of damage caused by employing this
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information, only the person responsible for the concerning page can be held liable, not the
individuals that solely linked the page as a reference.
copyright
The copyright for any material created by the author is reserved. Any duplication or use of
objects such as images, diagrams, sounds or texts in other electronic or printed publications is
not permitted without the written author's agreement. All trademarks and logos of third parties
used within the webpages are subject to copyright laws applicable to individuals not associated
with the author. Solely the appearance on this webpage does not imply that those trademarks
are not protected by the copyright.
privacy policy
If there is the possibility or necessity to enter personal or business-related data such as email
addresses, names, addresses, etc. within this webpage, the disclosure of this data is voluntarily.
validity of the disclaimer
This disclaimer is to be regarded as part of the internet publication which is referred to this page.
If parts of it do not apply to current laws, if laws changed or parts of this waiver are outdated,
the remaining parts will remain valid.
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